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Abstract

The topic of preference modeling has recently attracted the
interest of a number of sub-disciplines in artificial intelli-
gence such as the nonmonotonic reasoning and action and
change communities. The approach in these communities fo-
cuses on qualitative preferences and preference models which
provide more natural representations from a commonsense
perspective. In this paper, we show how generalized circum-
scription can be used as a highly expressive framework for
qualitative preference modeling. Generalized circumscrip-
tion proposed by Lifschitz allows for predicates (and thus
formulas) to be minimized relative to arbitrary pre-orders
(reflexive and transitive). Although it has received little at-
tention, we show how it may be used to model and reason
about elaborate qualitative preference relations. One of the
perceived weaknesses with any type of circumscription is the
2nd-order nature of the representation. The paper shows how
a large variety of preference theories represented using gen-
eralized circumscription can in fact be reduced to logically
equivalent first-order theories in a constructive way. Finally,
we also show how preference relations represented using gen-
eral circumscription can be extended with cardinality con-
straints and when these extensions can also be reduced to log-
ically equivalent first-order theories.

Introduction

Reasoning about preferences is ubiquitous in almost all as-
pects of life. Humans (and artificial agents) are continually
faced with alternatives. Contextual preferences for choosing
among alternatives often guide decision making and action.
Modeling and reasoning about such preferences is an inher-
ent and important part of commonsense reasoning. Classical
decision theory focuses on numeric preference models, but
it is often difficult in commonsense scenarios to acquire the
appropriate numeric preferences and weights for maximiz-
ing the utility of a decision based on such weighted alterna-
tives. Recently, preference modeling has attracted the inter-
est of many sub-disciplines in artificial intelligence (Junker
et al. 2004) such as the action and change, nonmonotonic
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reasoning and constraint programming communities. The
approach in these communities focuses on qualitative pref-
erences and preference models which provide more natural
representations from a commonsense perspective.

In logic-based AI, a common approach is to take an existing
nonmonotonic logic such as default logic or logic program-
ming with answer set semantics and extend these formalisms
with preferences in one form or another. Preferences may
be placed on individuals, formulas, rules, sets of objects,
etc. In the case of default logic, preferences are placed on
rules, either in the meta language (Brewka & Eiter 2000;
Delgrande & Schaub 2000) or in the object language by
adding names for default rules. In logic programs with
ordered disjunction (Brewka, Niemelä, & Syrjänen 2004;
Brewka, Niemelä, & Truszczynski 2005), preferences are
placed on literals in the heads of rules which induce a pre-
ferred ordering on answer sets. The intuition is that com-
monsense preferences on individuals or sets specified in
the object language of a formalism induce a preferred or-
dering on models, answer sets, extensions, etc. This in
turn constrains the logical consequences of the formalism
to satisfy the specified preference relations characterized
in the theories in question. Much recent work has in-
vestigated qualitative preferences using logic programming
with answer set semantics and default logics as the base
nonmonotonic formalisms. Preferences on sets, in various
forms, have also been considered in (Brafman et al. 2005;
Chomicki & Zhang 2008; Guha et al. 2003; desJardins &
Wagstaff 2005).

Circumscription is another nonmonotonic formalism well-
suited to the study and development of a general representa-
tional framework for qualitative preferences, but much less
effort has been expended in investigating its use as such
a framework (but see, e.g., (Satoh 1996; Wakaki, Satoh, &
Nitta 1997), where prioritized circumscription is employed
to model preferences between rules). This is surprising since
it has a number of features which make it a natural candidate
for such a study. To name a few, it is a classical formalism
framed in first- and second-order logic; preferences are gen-
erally placed on predicates which means implicitly that we
can define preference orderings on individuals, atoms, for-
mulas and sets. These orderings in turn induce preferences
on models for the theories in question. Most importantly,
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there is a rather straightforward integration of object and
meta-level concepts in the object language due to the use
of 2nd-order logic.

In fact, we will target one of the least investigated forms
of circumscription, generalized circumscription (Lifschitz
1984), which has an additional and essential feature in this
context, the ability to define arbitrary pre-orders over pred-
icates in the object language. Generalized circumscription
modifies the standard definition of predicate circumscrip-
tion (McCarthy 1980; 1986; Lifschitz 1991; Łukaszewicz
1990). Instead of preferring predicates w.r.t. set inclusion,
one focuses on a general notion of preference (pre-orders)
which may be used to great advantage in encoding quite
complex qualitative preferences.

One of the misconceptions about various forms of circum-
scription is that in general, they are not amenable to prac-
tical use due to the second-order nature of the formalisms.
In fact, it is often the case that restricted, but quite general
uses of circumscription allow for the constructive reduction
of such second-order theories to logically equivalent first-
order theories (Doherty, Łukaszewicz, & Szałas 1997; 1996;
1998). We will show this for the combined case of prefer-
ence modeling and generalized circumscription.

The structure of the paper is as follows. We first present
generalized circumscription and propose a methodology for
representing preference models which uses primary prefer-
ence constraints and cardinality constraints. We then present
a quantifier elimination algorithm which can in some cases
reduce second-order generalized circumscription theories to
first-order equivalents. In these cases, we place a number
of restrictions on our preference theories. In a subsequent
section, we extend the DLS algorithm to relax these restric-
tions. In fact, the DLS and DLS extension results are stand
alone results and may be used for any applications of gen-
eralized circumscription. Examples are used throughout to
demonstrate the methodology and reduction techniques.

Generalized Circumscription and Preference
and Cardinality Constraints

First-order preferences are preferences on objects of an un-
derlying domain while second-order preferences are prefer-
ences on sets (relations). For example, consider a universe
consisting of writers. One might prefer Dickens to Shaw,
which is an example of a first-order preference. On the other
hand, one might prefer crime novels to thrillers. In such
a case we express a preference on collections, i.e., sets of
objects, which is then a second-order preference.

We consider preference relations � with the intuitive mean-
ing that A�B denotes the fact that B is “not worse than” A.
It is then natural to assume that � is reflexive and transitive.
This is common, e.g., to applications in economics, where
traditionally preorders are considered rather than partial or-
ders (see, e.g., (Doyle 2004)), since weak antisymmetry can,
in many situations, be violated. For example, consider pref-
erences ≤ on decisions, where a decision is preferred if it is
less risky. Then d1 ≤ d2 and d2 ≤ d1 means that decisions

d1 and d2 are equally risky, but not that d1 = d2.

Definition 1 By a preference relation over a set of relations
R we understand a binary reflexive and transitive relation �
onR. �

Generalized circumscription has been proposed by Lifs-
chitz (Lifschitz 1984). For our purposes, we provide a sim-
plified version (which is also generalized in the sense that
we allow relations of third-order, too).

Let L be a fixed first-order language with equality. We
write T (P1, . . . , Pn) to indicate that some (but not neces-
sarily all) of the relation symbols occurring in T are among
P1, . . . , Pn. We consider finite theories only.

In what follows we will always assume that any orderings
considered, including �, are pre-orders. They are reflexive
and transitive, i.e., satisfy:

− ∀X[X�X]
− ∀X∀Y ∀Z

[
(X�Y ∧ Y �Z)→ X�Z

]
.

Unlike standard forms of circumscription, we will often
maximize rather then minimize preferences, so in such cases
the ordering sign � is defined by

x�y
def= y�x. (1)

Whenever we use a symbol representing preferences (such
as �,≤), we also allow typical associated symbols (such as
≺,�,� <, >,≥) defined by x ≺ y

def= x � y ∧ ¬(y � x),
x � y

def= x�y ∧ ¬(y�x), and similarly for other ordering
symbols.

Definition 2 Let P̄ = 〈P1, . . . , Pn〉 be a tuple of distinct
relation symbols, S̄ = 〈S1, . . . , Sm〉 be a tuple of dis-
tinct relation symbols disjoint with P̄ , � be a pre-order1

and let T (P̄ , S̄) be a theory. The generalized circumscrip-
tion of P̄ in T (P̄ , S̄) with S̄ varied w.r.t. �, denoted by
CIRC�(T ; P̄ ; S̄), is the sentence

T (P̄ , S̄) ∧ ∀X̄∀Ȳ
{

[T (X̄, Ȳ ) ∧ X̄� P̄ ]→ P̄ �X̄
}

(2)

where X̄ = 〈X1, . . . , Xn〉 and Ȳ = 〈Y1, . . . , Ym〉 are tuples
of relation variables similar to P̄ and S̄, respectively.2 �

Remark 3 Observe that in Definition 2 we minimize predi-
cates according to a defined relation�. As motivated earlier,
we often maximize predicates in order to reflect the assumed
preferences. We shall then sometimes use �, defined by (1)
rather than �. In such cases the sentence

T (P̄ , S̄) ∧ ∀X̄∀Ȳ
{

[T (X̄, Ȳ ) ∧ X̄� P̄ ]→ P̄ �X̄
}

(3)

is denoted by CIRC�(T ; P̄ ; S̄). �

1Writing P �R we require that P and R are of the same arities.
Formally for each arity n we need a separate symbol�n. However,
in order to simplify notation we omit the subscript n which will
always be known from the context.

2T (X̄, Ȳ ) is the sentence obtained from T (P̄ , S̄) by replacing
all occurrences of P1, . . . , Pn by X1, . . . , Xn, respectively, and all
occurrences of S1, . . . , Sm by Y1, . . . , Ym, respectively.
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We will call � in Definition 2, a primary preference con-
straint. Observe that, in general, it is a third-order relation,
as it takes relations as arguments. However, one can often
assume that the relation itself is specified by means of a fi-
nite first-order or second-order theory T�(P̄ , P̄ ′), i.e.,

P̄ � P̄ ′
def≡ T�(P̄ , P̄ ′).

In such cases (2) can be rewritten as

T (P̄ , S̄)∧
∀X̄∀Ȳ

{
[T (X̄, Ȳ ) ∧ T�(X̄, P̄ )]→ T�(P̄ , X̄)

}
.

(4)

When defining T�(P̄ , P̄ ′), we may often use other prefer-
ence or ordering constraints on individuals (or sets) in the
definition. Constraints on these preferences or orderings
are specified in the theory T (P̄ , S̄) in Definition 2. We
will call such constraints secondary preference or ordering
constraints. Note that secondary preference constraints will
generally be defined in the theory T (P̄ , S̄).

Example 4 Below we show some examples of�. For other
examples and a more systematic study of obtaining such
preferences on the basis of preferences on object attributes,
see (Chomicki & Zhang 2008).

1. Standard predicate circumscription is obtained when

P̄ � P̄ ′
def≡

n∧
i=1

{
∀x̄i[Pi(x̄i)→ P ′i (x̄i)]

}
,

where P̄ = 〈P1, . . . , Pn〉 and P̄ ′ = 〈P ′1, . . . , P ′n〉.

2. Assume that ≤ is a secondary ordering constraint on tu-
ples of domain elements. Then it is reasonable to con-
sider, for example, the following definitions of the pri-
mary preference constraint �, where for simplicity we
deal with the case of single rather than tuples of relations,

(a) P �P ′
def≡ ∀x̄∀ȳ[(P (x̄) ∧ P ′(ȳ))→ x̄ ≤ ȳ]

(all tuples satisfying P ′ are “at least as good as” all
tuples satisfying P )

(b) P �P ′
def≡ ∃x̄

[
P ′(x̄) ∧ ∀ȳ[P (ȳ)→ ȳ ≤ x̄]

]
(there is a tuple satisfying P ′ which is “at least as good
as” all tuples satisfying P ).

3. Assume that R is a ternary relation on tuples of domain
elements. The intended meaning of R(x̄, ȳ, z̄) is that ȳ is
more similar to x̄ than z̄ is. Then one might consider

P �P ′
def≡ ∀x̄∀ȳ

[
(P (x̄)∧P ′(ȳ))→∃z̄[S(z̄)∧R(z̄, ȳ, x̄)]

]
,

where S is a given relation symbol3 meaning that P ′ is
“better than” P when tuples in P ′ are “more similar” to
tuples in S than tuples in P are. Such a relation � might
be useful, e.g., in pattern recognition. �

We now introduce an additional type of constraint called
a cardinality constraint which can be used in formulas in
T (P̄ , S̄) in Definition 2.

3Representing an “ideal prototype situation”.

Definition 5 By a cardinality constraint we understand an
expression of the form |A(x̄)|≤k or |A(x̄)|≥k, where A is a
formula with x̄ consisting of all free variables of A and k is
a natural number.

If the number of free variables of A(x̄) is n then |A(x̄)|≤k
(respectively, |A(x̄)|≥k) is true in a given model if the num-
ber of n-tuples satisfying A(x̄) is not greater than k (respec-
tively, not less than k), where we assume that the number
of 0-tuples satisfying A is 0 when A is not true in the con-
sidered model, otherwise it is equal to the cardinality of the
model’s domain. �

Example 6

1. The constraint |married(x, y)|≥k expresses the fact that
the number of pairs satisfying married(x, y) is not less
than k.

2. Formula ∀x[|married(x, y)|≤1] expresses the fact that
for any person x there is at most one y satisfying
married(x, y). �

Let us now look at an encoding of a standard example of
Brewka using logic programming with answer set seman-
tics.

Example 7 Brewka (Brewka 2006) considers the follow-
ing example with cardinality constraints and conditionalized
preferences:

4{starter, main, dessert, drink}4← dinner
1{soup, salad}1← starter
1{fish, beef, lasagne}1← main
lasagne ≤ fish ∨ beef
wine ≤ beer ← beef
beer ≤ wine← ¬beef.

The preferred answer sets are configurations (satisfying the
cardinality constraints) that are optimal w.r.t. ≤.

This specification can be represented using our approach by
the following theory, Thdinner, where di(x) stands for “x is
a part of the dinner”, st(x) stands for “x is a starter” and so
on.

∀x
[
di(x)→

(
st(x) ∨ma(x) ∨ de(x) ∨ dr(x)

)]
∧

|di(x)| ≤ 4 ∧ |di(x)| ≥ 4 ∧
∀x
[
st(x)→

(
su(x) ∨ sa(x)

)]
∧

|st(x)| ≤ 1 ∧ |st(x)| ≥ 1 ∧
∀x
[
ma(x)→

(
fi(x) ∨ bf(x) ∨ la(x)

)]
∧

|ma(x)| ≤ 1 ∧ |ma(x)| ≥ 1 ∧
∀x
[
la(x) �

(
fi(x) ∨ bf(x)

)]
∧

∀x
[(

di(x) ∧ bf(x)
)
→

∀y
[(

di(y) ∧ dr(y)
)
→
(
wi(y)�br(y)

)]]
∧

∀x
[(

di(x) ∧ ¬bf(x)
)
→

∀y
[(

di(y) ∧ dr(y)
)
→
(
br(y)�wi(y)

)]]
.

Note that this theory includes cardinality constraints and
a secondary preference constraint,�. In the example, we are
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generally interested in reasoning about preferred dinners that
satisfy the secondary preference and cardinality constraints.
In order to reason about preferred dinners, we have great
flexibility when using generalized circumscription. Our pri-
mary preference constraint (�1 or �2) will be placed on the
predicate di(x) representing dinner and we can define it in
terms of the secondary preference constraint �. Note the
flexibility and control provided by the formalism we deal
with. For example, the following primary preference con-
straints could be used for reasoning about preferred dinners:

di �1 di′
def≡ ∀x∀y

[
(di(x) ∧ di′(y))→ ¬(y�x)

]
or another relation

di �2 di′
def≡ ∀x

[
di(x)→ ∃y[di′(y) ∧ x�y]

]
.

The optimal configurations are represented by
CIRC�1(Thdinner; di; . . .) or by CIRC�2(Thdinner; di; . . .),
respectively. The choice of varied relations gives another
degree of freedom. Observe that in both cases, we want to
compute the maximal definition of di(x). In the case of
CIRC�1 , this results in only preferring the maximal choices
for each part of a dinner relative to the secondary preference
ordering � defined in Thdinner. �

Our Methodology

Before providing examples and going into details as to how
we will reason with preferences using generalized circum-
scription, let us state the representational methodology used
because due to its generality, we have a variety of choices
that can be made in representing a problem.

• We begin by defining the theory T (P̄ , S̄) in Definition 2.
This theory includes the definition and use of secondary
preference or ordering constraints and cardinality con-
straints. The secondary preference or ordering constraints
are often constraints on individuals.

• We then define the primary preference constraint
T�(P̄ , P̄ ′) on a selected set of predicates which may in-
clude in its definition, the use of the secondary preference
or ordering constraints and other predicates in T (P̄ , S̄).
• We then conjoin the generalized circumscription axiom

which uses � as defined by T�(P̄ , P̄ ′).
• We can then apply the DLS algorithm or its extensions to

the resulting second-order theory and if it is in an appro-
priate syntactic form, we can successfully reduce the the-
ory to a first-order logically equivalent theory. In addition,
we can often extract maximal and/or minimal definitions
of our predicates P̄ relative to �, constructively. Rea-
soning about the theory may then proceed in a standard
manner using any automated theorem proving techniques
or efficient specializations of them when applicable.

The DLS Algorithm
In the previous sections, we have shown how general-
ized circumscription can be used as a very flexible frame-
work for qualitative preference modeling with cardinality

constraints. We now consider how we can reason with
second-order generalized circumscription theories by reduc-
ing them to logically equivalent first-order theories under
certain assumptions which will be made clear. The ba-
sis for doing this will be to use the DLS algorithm (Do-
herty, Łukaszewicz, & Szałas 1997) which is an algorithm
for eliminating second-order quantifiers and is based on
a lemma of Ackermann (Ackermann 1935).

This method and its extension to fixpoints, called the DLS*
algorithm (Doherty, Łukaszewicz, & Szałas 1996) which is
based on results proved in (Nonnengart & Szałas 1998), has
been shown to be quite powerful in the context of standard
forms of circumscription.

For a discussion of related methods see, e.g., (Gabbay,
Schmidt, & Szałas 2008). In the following sections, we will
show how the DLS algorithm and new extensions to it can
be used for reasoning with preference and cardinality con-
straints in the context of generalized circumscription. The
following definitions and lemmas provide the formal basis
for eliminating quantifiers using the DLS algorithm.

Notation 8 Let B(X) be a second-order formula, where
X is a k-argument relational symbol or variable and let
A(x̄, t̄) be a first-order formula with free variables x̄ and
maybe some other arguments t̄, being terms, i.e., free
or bound variables, constants or functional expressions.
Then by B[X(x̄)/A(x̄, t̄)] we mean the formula obtained
from B(X) by substituting each occurrence of X of the
form X(s̄) in B(X) by A(s̄, t̄), renaming the bound vari-
ables in A(x̄, t̄) with fresh variables. If variables x̄ in
B[X(x̄)/A(x̄, t̄)] are clear from context, we simplify the no-
tation to B[X/A(x̄, t̄)]. �

The above notation is needed in the formulation of Acker-
mann’s lemma (Lemma 11). The intuition behind it is that
in Lemma 11 we substitute all occurrences of X by its defi-
nition given by (see also Remark 12):

∀x̄[X(x̄)
def≡ A(x̄, t̄)]. (5)

When we apply (5) in the substitution, X(t̄) is to be sub-
stituted by A(t̄, t̄). The assumption as to renaming bound
variables is necessary to avoid conflicts between different
variables.

Example 9 Let B(X) ≡ ∀z[X(y, z) ∨ X(f(y), g(x, z))],
where X is a relational variable and let C(x, y) be the for-
mula ∃z[R(x, y, z)]. Then B[X/C(x, y)] is

∀z[ ∃z′R(y, z, z′)︸ ︷︷ ︸
C′(y,z)

∨∃z′R(f(y), g(x, z), z′)︸ ︷︷ ︸
C′(f(y),g(x,z))

],

where C ′(x, y) is obtained from C(x, y) by renaming the
bound variable z with z′. �

Definition 10 Let B(X) be a formula, where X is a k-
argument relational symbol or variable. Assume that B(X)
contains a single occurrence of X . We say that formula
B(X) is up-monotone w.r.t. X if for any model M and
for any formulas A(x̄), C(x̄):

M |= ∀x̄[A(x̄)→ C(x̄)] (6)
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implies

M |= ∀x̄
[
B[X/A(x̄)]→ B[X/C(x̄)]

]
(7)

and down-monotone w.r.t. X , if (6) implies

M |= ∀x̄
[
B[X/C(x̄)]→ B[X/A(x̄)]

]
. (8)

We say that formula D(X) is up-monotone (respectively
down-monotone) w.r.t. X if for any formula D′ obtained
from D by replacing all except one occurrences of X by
a new relation symbol, D′(X) is up-monotone (respectively
down-monotone) w.r.t. X . If D contains no occurrences
of X then it is assumed to be both up- and down-monotone
w.r.t. X . �

The following lemma is based on the lemma proved by Ack-
ermann (Ackermann 1935).

Lemma 11 [Ackermann’s Lemma] Let X be a predicate
variable and A(x̄, t̄), B(X) be formulas such that A con-
tains no occurrences of X . Then

∃X
{
∀x̄[A(x̄, t̄)→ X(x̄)] ∧B(X)

}
≡ B[X/A(x̄, t̄)] (9)

provided that B(X) is down-monotone w.r.t. X , and

∃X
{
∀x̄[X(x̄)→ A(x̄, t̄)]∧B(X)

}
≡ B[X/A(x̄, t̄)] (10)

provided that B(X) is up-monotone w.r.t. X . �

Let us briefly explain how Ackermann’s lemma works. We
consider (10) (the case of (9) is analogous).

Assume that ∃X
{
∀x̄[X(x̄)→ A(x̄, t̄)]∧B(X)

}
. The great-

est (w.r.t. inclusion) relation X satisfying the implication

∀x̄[X(x̄) → A(x̄, t̄)] is X(x̄)
def≡ A(x̄, t̄). By assumption,

there is an X ′ satisfying this implication as well as B(X ′).
So such an X ′ implies A(x̄, t̄) which implies X , too. Now
observe that B(X) is up-monotone w.r.t. X so from the facts
that B(X ′) holds and that X ′ implies X we have B(X).

If, on the other hand, B[X/A(x̄, t̄)] holds, then there is an

X (defined by X(x̄)
def≡ A(x̄, t̄)) satisfying the lefthand side

of equivalence (10).

Based on the above discussion we also have an important
remark.

Remark 12 Note that one of the important outcomes of the
method based on Ackermann’s lemma is that formula (5)
provides a definition:4

• of the smallest (w.r.t. inclusion) relation satisfying the
first-order part of formula (9) in the case of applying (9)

• of the greatest (w.r.t. inclusion) relation satisfying the
first-order part of formula (10) in the case of apply-
ing (10).

4Assuming that such an X exists, i.e., that B[X/A(x̄, t̄)] in the
respective equivalences (9) and (10) of Lemma 11 holds.

Therefore we have “canonical” definitions of the required
maximal and minimal relations which can be used to extract
definitions of circumscribed relations constructively, under
the assumption that we can eliminate quantifiers. The same
results also apply to the fixpoint approach of (Nonnengart &
Szałas 1998) used in the DLS* algorithm. �

The original lemma of Ackermann assumes that some for-
mulas are positive (respectively, negative) w.r.t. certain re-
lation symbols. This follows from the fact that, in general,
checking up- or down- monotonicity is not decidable, while
checking positivity and negativity can be done in time lin-
ear in the length of the considered formula. Since positiv-
ity implies up-monotonicity and negativity implies down-
monotonicity, it is algorithmically convenient to use pos-
itivity and negativity rather than monotonicity. To make
Lemma 11 algorithmically friendly, we will use the fol-
lowing definition and extend it later (see Definition 18) to
deal with other monotone operators (such as cardinality con-
straints and preference relations).

Definition 13 Let A(P ) be a formula. Assume that A(P )
contains a single occurrence of P and formula C contains
no occurrences of P . Then ‖A(P )‖P , counting the number
of negations under which P occurs, is defined inductively to
be the natural number satisfying the following clauses:5

‖A(P )‖P
def=



0 for A(P ) = P
‖B(P )‖P for A(P ) = B(P ) ◦ C

or A(P ) = C ◦B(P ),
where ◦∈{∨,∧}

‖B(P )‖P for A(P ) = Q[B(P )],
where Q ∈ {∃,∀}

‖B(P )‖P for A(P ) = C → B(P )
‖B(P )‖P + 1 for A(P ) = B(P )→ C
‖B(P )‖P + 1 for A(P ) = ¬B(P ).

�

We have the following important proposition.

Proposition 14 Let A(P ) be a formula containing at least
one occurrence of P .

If, for any formula A′(P ) obtained from A(P ) by replacing
all except one occurrences of P by a new relation symbol,
‖A′(P )‖P is even then A(P ) is up-monotone w.r.t. P .

If for any such formula A′(P ), ‖A′(P )‖P is odd then A(P )
is down-monotone w.r.t. P .

Any formula without occurrences of P is both up- and
down-monotone w.r.t. P . �

Second-order quantifier elimination based on Lemma 11 de-
pends on transforming a formula into one of the forms (9)
or (10) required in the lemma. The DLS algorithm defined
in (Doherty, Łukaszewicz, & Szałas 1997) uses such trans-
formations. It has been implemented and is available online
– see (Gustafsson 1996; Magnusson 2005).

5For simplicity we disallow the connective of equivalence here.
One can deal with p ≡ q, replacing it by (p → q) ∧ (q → p) and
using Proposition 14.
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Observe that in the context of database technology, the re-
duction of second-order theories to fixpoint calculus is also
important, since the complexity of computing second-order
queries is PSPACE-complete. Circumscription over first-
order theories leads (at least) to CO-NPTIME complexity. On
the other hand, computing fixpoint queries is in PTIME. For
results on the complexity of queries see, e.g., (Abiteboul,
Hull, & Vianu 1996; Ebbinghaus & Flum 1995).

Using the DLS Algorithm with Generalized
Circumscription

In this section, we show how the DLS algorithm can be ap-
plied to generalized circumscription. Initially, we will place
two restrictions on our theories that will be relaxed in the
next section. The first restriction is that cardinality con-
straints are excluded and must not be used. The second re-
striction is that we will assume that the pre-order � repre-
senting the primary preference constraint is defined explic-
itly by a first- or second-order theory T�, i.e., that

|= P̄ �Q̄
def≡ T�(P̄ , Q̄).

The DLS algorithm considers the negated second-order part
of the formula (4). It is equivalent to

¬∃X̄∃Ȳ
{
T (X̄, Ȳ ) ∧ T�(X̄, P̄ ) ∧ ¬T�(P̄ , X̄)

}
. (11)

In addition, � must not appear as an operator in T (P̄ , S̄).

The method based on the DLS algorithm consists of two
steps:

1. finding a first-order equivalent A for the generalized cir-
cumscription formula CIRC�(T ; P̄ ; S̄), if possible, and

2. extracting P̄ satisfying A.

Observe that extracting a definition of the greatest or small-
est (w.r.t. inclusion) optimal P̄ from A can be done either
directly by analyzing the resulting formula or by consider-
ing the formula ∃P̄ [A] and applying the method discussed
in Remark 12. However, there can be cases when there is
no greatest nor smallest such relation (and then extracting P̄
from ∃P̄ [A] cannot be done using Ackermann’s lemma, as
A cannot be transformed into a required form).

Consider Example 15 in formalizing a form of common-
sense reasoning where we try to maximize preferences for
certain actions at each time point which meet some applica-
tion dependent criteria.

Example 15 Consider actions b, c, d, e, . . . and a preference
relation ≥ defined on actions. Let C(t, a) mean that action
a is chosen at time point t. Assume that C satisfies a theory
T (C, Q̄), reflecting constraints on C and maybe some other
relations Q̄.

One principle for maximizing preferences on action choices
meeting such constraints is reflected by

C ′ � C ′′
def≡ ∀t∀x∀y

[(
C ′(t, x)∧C ′′(t, y)

)
→x≥y

]
. (12)

Formula (12) states that we prefer to choose actions at time
points that are preferable relative to a secondary preference
relation on actions, ≥, which can be defined in a domain
dependent manner.

Let us consider the generalized circumscription
CIRC�(T (C, Q̄); C; ) of C in T (C, Q̄) w.r.t. the primary
preference constraint � defined by (12).6 In this case
formula (3) specializes to the conjunction of T (C, Q̄) and

∀X
{[

T (X, Q̄)∧

∀t∀x∀y
[(

X(t, x) ∧ C(t, y)
)
→ x ≥ y

]]
→

∀t∀x∀y
[(

C(t, x) ∧X(t, y)
)
→ x ≥ y

]}
,

(13)

which is also equivalent to

¬∃X
{

T (X, Q̄)∧

∀t∀x∀y
[(

X(t, x) ∧ C(t, y)
)
→ x ≥ y

]
∧

∃t∃x∃y
[
C(t, x) ∧X(t, y) ∧ ¬x ≥ y

]}
.

(14)

The DLS algorithm transforms (14) into the equivalent:

¬∃t∃x∃y∃X
{
∀u∀v

[
(t = u ∧ y = v)→ X(u, v)

]
∧

∀t′∀x′∀y′
[(

X(t′, x′) ∧ C(t′, y′)
)
→ x′ ≥ y′

]
∧

T (X, Q̄) ∧ C(t, x) ∧ ¬x ≥ y
}

.

Assuming that T (X, Q̄) is down-monotone w.r.t. X , an ap-
plication of Lemma 11 results in

¬∃t∃x∃y
{

T (X, Q̄)[X(u, v)/(t = u ∧ y = v)]∧

∀t′∀x′∀y′
[(

(t = t′ ∧ y = x′) ∧ C(t′, y′)
)
→ x′ ≥ y′

]
∧

C(t, x) ∧ ¬x ≥ y
}

.

Moving the negation inside and simplifying the result, we
obtain

∀t∀x∀y
{[

T (X, Q̄)[X(u, v)/(t = u ∧ y = v)]∧

∀y′
[
C(t, y′)→ y ≥ y′

]
∧ C(t, x)

]
→ x ≥ y

}
.

(15)

We assumed that T (X, Q̄) is down-monotone w.r.t. X .
Since T (C, Q̄) is assumed to hold, we conclude that
T (X, Q̄)[X(u, v)/(t = u ∧ y = v)] is TRUE. There-
fore (15)) reduces to

∀t∀x∀y
{[
∀y′[C(t, y′)→y ≥ y′]∧C(t, x)

]
→x ≥ y

}
, (16)

meaning that whenever x is chosen at time point t then it
is preferred to any y which is maximal w.r.t. ≥. Since ≥
is reflexive, we can in fact conclude that such x is equally

6Recall that the definition of CIRC�(; ; ) is provided in Re-
mark 3 (equivalence (3)).
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preferred to any such y. This means that any maximal (w.r.t.
� defined by (12)) choice C consists of maximally preferred
(w.r.t. ≥) actions, assuming that T (C, Q̄) is satisfied for
such C.

Consider, as an example the theory T (C, Q̄) given by

∀t
[(

C(t, d) ∨ C(t, c)
)
→ Q(t)

]
,

where Q stands for “meeting quality criteria”. Observe that
T (C, Q̄) is down-monotone w.r.t. C. If one wants to make
optimal w.r.t. � choices that guarantee Q(t) then d or c is
to be chosen. If at least one of these actions is maximal
w.r.t. ≥ then optimal choices guaranteeing quality criteria
can be made. If these actions are not maximal w.r.t. ≥ then
preferred actions do not guarantee quality. In fact, this often
happens in the real world, where one often prefers cost effec-
tive choices. However, such choices often do not guarantee
quality. �

Extending DLS for Cardinality Constraints
and Implicit Primary Preference Constraints

In the previous section, we placed two restrictions on our
preference models which we will now relax. In doing so,
we will extend the DLS algorithm so it can handle the use
of cardinality constraints and also implicit definitions of the
primary preference constraint,�. In order to do this, we will
use the properties of up- and down-monotonicity.

Extending the Language

In order to express additional constraints, such as cardinality
or preference constraints, we have to extend the language by
adding new operators. Usually such operators take formulas
as arguments, and so they are (at least) of the third order.

Definition 16 Let X1(x̄1), . . . , Xn(x̄n) be relational vari-
ables. By a third-order operator on X1, . . . , Xn we under-
stand any expression of the form Γ(X1(x̄1), . . . , Xn(x̄n)),
where Γ is a third-order relation symbol. �

Example 17

1. The usual propositional connectives and quantifiers are
examples of third-order operators.

2. For any natural number k, the cardinality constraint
| . . . |≤k is a unary third-order operator.

3. The preference relation � is a binary third-order
operator. �

We extend the logical language by assuming that some third-
order operators are atomic formulas, too.

Whenever the language is extended that way and we want
to make use of Ackermann’s lemma and the DLS algorithm,
we have to investigate the monotonicity of the introduced
operators. Once monotonicity is established, we can further

use it in the lemma of Ackermann and thus in the DLS al-
gorithm.7 This approach is also a contribution of the current
paper and has applications much wider than handling pref-
erences and cardinality constraints, as it concerns arbitrary
monotone operators.

Definition 18 Let Γ(X̄) be a third-order operator and A(P )
be a formula containing a single occurrence of P . Then
‖A(P )‖P is defined to satisfy Definition 13 and addition-
ally:

‖A(P )‖P
def=



‖B(P )‖P for A(P ) = Γ(. . . , B(P ), . . .)
and Γ up-monotone in the
coordinate where B(P ) occurs

‖B(P )‖P +1 for A(P ) = Γ(. . . , B(P ), . . .)
and Γ down-monotone in the
coordinate where B(P ) occurs,

or is assumed to be undefined if neither clauses of Defini-
tion 13 nor the above clauses are applicable. �

With the above extension of the definition of ‖A(P )‖P ,
Proposition 14 holds and can be applied as an efficient suf-
ficient condition for checking up- and down-monotonicity.

In what follows, by the extended DLS algorithm we shall
mean a modified version of the DLS algorithm which works
with formulas where cardinality and preference constraints
are allowed and also makes use of Definitions 13 and 18, as
well as Proposition 14.

Monotonicity of Cardinality Constraints

Let us first analyze the monotonicity of cardinality con-
straints. Observe that constraints of the form |X(x̄)|≤k
can be considered as infinitely many third-order operators
Γk(X(x̄)), for k ranging over the natural numbers, and sim-
ilarly in the case of constraints of the form |X(x̄)|≥k.

Lemma 19

1. The constraint |X(x̄)|≤k is down-monotone in X .

2. The constraint |X(x̄)|≥k is up-monotone in X .

PROOF. Assume that the number of free variables in X(x̄)
is n. LetM be a model and A(x̄), B(x̄) be formulas with n
free variables x̄, satisfyingM |= ∀x̄[A(x̄)→ B(x̄)], mean-
ing that the set of tuples satisfying A is included in the set
of tuples satisfying B. As an immediate consequence we
have that |B(x̄)|≤k implies |A(x̄)|≤k and |A(x̄)|≥k im-
plies |B(x̄)|≥k. �

Example 20 Formula |P (x)|≤k is down-monotone w.r.t.
the relation symbol P and formula |P (x)|≥k is up-
monotone w.r.t. P . Therefore, e.g.,

∃P [∀x
[
P (x)→ Q(x)] ∧ |P (y)|≥k

]
is, by application of Lemma 11, equivalent to |Q(y)|≥k.

7The same applies to fixpoint reductions and DLS*, but this
subject is outside of the scope of the current paper.
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Formula ¬
(
(|P (y)|≤k)∧R

)
is up-monotone w.r.t. P , since

‖¬
(
(|P (y)|≤k)∧R

)
‖P =2 and formula ¬

(
(|P (y)|≥k)∧R

)
is down-monotone w.r.t. P, since ‖¬

(
(|P (y)|≥k)∧R

)
‖P = 1.

Therefore, e.g.,
∃P [∀x

[(
Q(x) ∧ S(x)

)
→ P (x)] ∧ ¬

(
(|P (y)|≥k)∧R

)]
is, by application of Lemma 11, equivalent to

¬
(
(|Q(y) ∧ S(y)|≥k)∧R

)
. �

Observe that one can easily define the cardinality constraint
|A(x̄)|=k by the conjunction |A(x̄)|≤k∧ |A(x̄)|≥k, but we
do not allow |A(x̄)|=k as an atomic formula, since it is nei-
ther up- nor down-monotone, while the constraints of Defi-
nition 5 behave monotonically, as Lemma 19 shows.

Monotonicity of Primary Preference Constraints

In our second relaxation, we do not assume that the pri-
mary preference constraint has to have an explicit definition
T�(P̄ , P̄ ′), but that it may be defined implicitly in the the-
ory T (P̄ , S̄), where the operator � can occur in formulas.
Then, in order to make quantifier elimination possible, the
use of � in such formulas has to be shown to be monotone.

In the method we propose here we shall assume that when-
ever in a given model M, M |= ∀x̄[P (x̄) → Q(x̄)] then
M |= P � Q. Such an assumption does not have to hold
in general, but seems very natural in applications we con-
sider. For example, whenever to each tuple there is asso-
ciated a payoff being a nonnegative number then P ⊆ Q
implies that the total payoff of P is not greater than the total
payoff of Q, so it is reasonable to assume that Q is at least as
preferred as P . Also, when � is considered as a preference
relation on formulas then P �Q means that Q is preferred to
P . Suppose that P implies Q. Then, whenever one chooses
to satisfy P , Q is also satisfied, but not conversely. So Q has
some preference over P .

We have the following important lemma, indicating that �
behaves similarly to implication when monotonicity is con-
sidered.

Lemma 21 Assume that for any formulas A(x̄), B(x̄) with
all free variables among x̄, and any modelM,

ifM |= ∀x̄[A(x̄)→ B(x̄)] thenM |= A�B (17)
and that � is transitive.

Under these assumptions � is down-monotone w.r.t. its first
coordinate A and up-monotone w.r.t. its second coordinate
B.

PROOF. LetM be a model and A, B be formulas such that
M |= ∀x̄[A(x̄)→ B(x̄)].

Let us first prove down-monotonicity defined by (8). Let C
be a formula and M |= B � C. By assumption (17) we
have thatM |= A�B. Therefore, by the transitivity of �
we haveM |= A�C.

To prove up-monotonicity (defined by (7)) assume that C is
a formula andM |= C �A. As before we use assumption
(17) and the transitivity of � and obtainM |= C�B. �

The following example shows up- and down-monotonicity
of formulas when � is allowed in them.

Example 22 The occurrence of relation symbol P in for-
mula P � Q is down-monotone and it is up-monotone in
Q � P . Dually, the occurrence of P in Q � P is down-
monotone and it is up-monotone in P �Q. Therefore, e.g.,

∃P
[
∀x
[
Q(x)→ P (x)] ∧ P (a)�R(a)

]
is, by application of Lemma 11, equivalent to Q(a)�R(a).

The occurrence of P in formula ¬
(
(¬P ) � R

)
is down-

monotone, since
∥∥¬((¬P )�R

)∥∥
P

= 3. On the other hand,
the occurrence of P in ¬

(
R� (¬P )

)
is up-monotone, since∥∥¬(R�(¬P )

)∥∥
P

= 2. Therefore, e.g.,

∃P
[
∀x
[
P (x)→

(
Q(x) ∨ S(x)

)
] ∧ ¬

(
R(b)�(¬P (c))

)]
is, by application of Lemma 11, equivalent to

¬
(
R(b)�

(
¬(Q(c) ∨ S(c))

))
. �

Example 23 Assume that we have the following theory
T (W, R, T,E):

W (x)�R(x) ∧W (x)�T (x)∧
∀x
[(

W (x) ∨R(x) ∨ T (x)
)
→ E(x)

]
,

meaning that, taking into account the necessary effort, a per-
son x prefers to go to a restaurant (R(x)) or to go to a theater
(T (x)) rather than to walk (W (x)) and that all choices imply
some effort E(x).

Assume that we minimize E w.r.t. � varying W , i.e., we
consider CIRC�(T (W, R, T,E); E; W ):

T (W, R, T,E)∧
∀X∀Y

{[
Y (x)�R(x) ∧ Y (x)�T (x)∧
∀x
[(

Y (x) ∨R(x) ∨ T (x)
)
→ X(x)

]
∧

X(x)�E(x)
]
→ E(x)�X(x)

}
.

(18)

The second order part of (18) is equivalent to

¬∃X∃Y
{

Y (x)�R(x) ∧ Y (x)�T (x)∧
∀x
[(

Y (x) ∨R(x) ∨ T (x)
)
→ X(x)

]
∧

X(x)�E(x) ∧ ¬
(
E(x)�X(x)

)}
.

(19)

All occurrences of Y in (19) are down-monotone, so (19) is
equivalent to

¬∃X
{

FALSE�R(x) ∧ FALSE�T (x)∧
∀x
[(

FALSE ∨R(x) ∨ T (x)
)
→ X(x)

]
∧

X(x)�E(x) ∧ ¬
(
E(x)�X(x)

)}
.

(20)

Since FALSE → A, for any formula A, by assumption (17)
we obtain FALSE�A, for any A. Thus formula (20) simpli-
fies to

¬∃X
{
∀x
[(

R(x) ∨ T (x)
)
→ X(x)

]
∧

X(x)�E(x) ∧ ¬
(
E(x)�X(x)

)}
.

(21)
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Observe that all occurrences of X in the second line of (21)
are down-monotone. Therefore an application of Acker-
mann’s lemma results in

¬
{(

R(x) ∨ T (x)
)
�E(x) ∧ ¬

(
E(x)�

(
R(x) ∨ T (x)

))}
.

This is equivalent to[(
R(x)∨T (x)

)
�E(x)

]
→
[
E(x)�

(
R(x)∨T (x)

)]
. (22)

Observe that

(R(x) ∨ T (x))→ (W (x) ∨R(x) ∨ T (x))

and, by theory T ,

(W (x) ∨R(x) ∨ T (x))→ E(x).

Therefore, by assumption (17) and the transitivity of �, we
have that

(
R(x)∨T (x)

)
�E(x). Thus formula (22) reduces

to E(x)�
(
R(x) ∨ T (x)

)
, so we have((

R(x) ∨ T (x)
)
�E(x)�

(
R(x) ∨ T (x)

)
.

Intuitively, the result indicates that the best or most preferred
choice of activity from the point of view of using minimal
effort (w.r.t. �) is either to go to a restaurant or go to the
theater. �

Combining Cardinality and Preference Constraints

In this section, we show an example which uses both cardi-
nality and preference constraints and show how it is reduced.

Example 24 A student has to make a choice of lectures to
attend during a new term. He must choose at least three lec-
tures. His tutor asks him to restrict his choices of lectures
to those related to algorithms or to logic with a preference
given to those related to logic. Let C(x) mean that lecture
x is one of those that is chosen, A(x) mean that x is a lec-
ture related to algorithms and L(x) mean that x is a lecture
related to logic. Then the student’s task can be represented
as the theory Thst(C, L,A):

∀x
[
C(x)→ (A(x)∨L(x))

]
∧ |C(x)|≥3 ∧ L(x)�A(x),

where � is a preference relation defined on choices.

Consider CIRC�(Thst; C; ) which is the conjunction of
Thst(C, L,A) and

∀X
{[
∀x[X(x)→ (A(x) ∨ L(x))] ∧ |X(x)|≥3∧

L(x)�A(x) ∧X(x)�C(x)
]
→ C(x)�X(x)

}
.

(23)

Formula (23), in the presence of Thst(C, L,A), is equiva-
lent to

¬∃X
{
∀x[X(x)→ (A(x) ∨ L(x))]∧

|X(x)|≥3 ∧X(x)�C(x) ∧ ¬(C(x)�X(x))
}
.

(24)

Elimination of ∃X results in the following formula equiva-
lent to (24):

¬
[
|A(x) ∨ L(x)|≥3 ∧

(
A(x) ∨ L(x)

)
�C(x)∧

¬
(
C(x)�

(
A(x) ∨ L(x)

))]
.

(25)

By Thst(C, L,A), we have that ∀x[C(x)→ (A(x)∨L(x))],
so by (17),

(
A(x) ∨ L(x)

)
�C(x) is true. Taking this into

account and moving negation inside, we obtain the follow-
ing equivalent of (25):

|A(x) ∨ L(x)|≥3→ C(x)�
(
A(x) ∨ L(x)

)
. (26)

The cardinality constraint in the theory |C(x)|≥3 assures us
that in any model, any set of lectures C(x) to choose from
is always going to be greater than or equal to 3. The theory
also states that logical lectures are preferred over algorith-
mic lectures, L(x) � A(x), but not that C(x) will reflect
this, only that C(x) will include logical or algorithmic lec-
tures.The net result of the constraints in the theory together
with the maximization of C when circumscribed will in fact
reflect our preference of logic lectures over algorithmic lec-
tures in all preferred extensions of C. If, for example, there
were available two lectures related to logic and three lectures
related to algorithms, then the optimal (w.r.t. � satisfying
(26) and Thst) choices would consist of two lectures related
to logic and at least one lecture related to algorithms. �

On the Strength of the Extended DLS
The general situation we consider might be complex and
outside of the scope of the extended DLS and DLS* algo-
rithms, as the following example illustrates.8

Example 25 [Knapsack problem] The knapsack problem,
known to be NPTIME-complete, can be formulated as the
problem of maximizing the value of chosen items subject
to the restriction of the total volume of items selected. Let
X be a unary relation and let volume(X, z) mean that the
total volume of items in the set {x | x ∈ X} does not ex-
ceed z. Even if volume is a third-order relation, it can easily
be computed in a tractable manner. Let further value(X, z)
mean the total value of items in the set {x | x ∈ X} is equal
to z. Define the ordering � on unary relations to satisfy:

X�Y
def≡ ∃x∃y[value(X, x) ∧ value(Y, y) ∧ x ≥ y].

Then CIRC�(volume(X, v); X; ), where v is a given con-
stant, describes maximal (w.r.t. �) relations X of total vol-
ume less than v, i.e., all relations X representing all choices
of items of greatest possible value, whose total volume does
not exceed the value v. �

However, there are many theories reducible by the DLS al-
gorithm. Conradie (Conradie 2006) provides a characteriza-
tion of formulas where DLS succeeds.

Below we shall provide some sufficient conditions for the
success of the extended DLS algorithm in the context of
generalized circumscription, when we allow precedence and
cardinality operators to appear explicitly in the language.

8Observe that, in such cases, one cannot expect a reduction to
first-order or fixpoint calculus unless PTIME =NPTIME. This fol-
lows from the fact that the knapsack problem is NPTIME-complete,
while first-order and fixpoint formulas are PTIME-computable over
finite domains (see, e.g., (Abiteboul, Hull, & Vianu 1996)).
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Such cases are out of scope of results provided in (Conradie
2006).

We have considered two forms of generalized cir-
cumscription: CIRC�(T ; P̄ ; S̄), expressed by (2) and
CIRC�(T ; P̄ ; S̄), expressed by (3). We discuss them in the
next sections.

The Case of Minimization

The second-order part of (2) is equivalent to the negation of

∃X̄∃Ȳ
{
T (X̄, Ȳ ) ∧ X̄� P̄ ∧ ¬(P̄ �X̄)

}
. (27)

To keep the presentation simple, we consider the case when
X̄ consists of a single relational variable X and without var-
ied predicates, so (27) reduces in this case to

∃X
{
T (X) ∧X�P ∧ ¬(P �X)

}
. (28)

Observe that the sub-formula X �P ∧ ¬(P �X) is down-
monotone w.r.t. X . Therefore we have the following propo-
sition.

Proposition 26 If T (X) in formula (28) is the conjunction
T1(X) ∧ T2(X), where

• T1(X) is the conjunction of formulas of the form
∀x̄[A(t̄) → X(s̄)], where s̄, t̄ are arbitrary terms (in par-
ticular containing variables from x̄) and A is a formula
containing no occurrences of X

• T2(X) is down-monotone w.r.t. X ,

then the extended DLS algorithm succeeds in the reduction
of (28) to first-order logic with cardinality and preference
constraints. �

The following example shows that even the class of formu-
las considered in Proposition 26 is not trivial and far out of
scope of other known approaches.

Example 27 Let T (X) be the formula

∀x
[
∀y∃z

[(
S(x)∨|R(x, z)|≤5

)
∧T (y)�U(z)

]︸ ︷︷ ︸
A(x)

→X(x)
]
∧

∀v
[(

X(v)�B(v)
)
∧ |X(v)|≤u ∧ ∃w[¬X(w)]

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

T2(X)

.

By Proposition 26, in this case formula (28) is reducible to
first-order logic with cardinality and preference constraints.
The first-order formula equivalent to (28), provided by the
extended DLS algorithm is9

T2

[
X(x)/∀y∃z

[(
S(x) ∨ |R(x, z)|≤5

)
∧ T (y)�U(z)

]]
which is:

∀v
{(
∀y∃z

[(
S(v)∨|R(v, z)|≤5

)
∧T (y)�U(z)

])
�B(v)∧

|∀y∃z
[(

S(v) ∨ |R(v, z)|≤5
)
∧ T (y)�U(z)

]
|≤u ∧

∃w
[
¬∀y∃z

[(
S(w)∨|R(w, z)|≤5

)
∧T (y)�U(z)

]]}
. �

9In fact, we can directly apply Ackermann’s lemma here.

The Case of Maximization

The second-order part of (3) is equivalent to the negation of

∃X̄∃Ȳ
{
T (X̄, Ȳ ) ∧ X̄� P̄ ∧ ¬(P̄ �X̄)

}
. (29)

As before, we consider the case when X̄ consists of a single
relational variable X and without varied predicates, so (29)
reduces in this case to

∃X
{
T (X) ∧X� P̄ ∧ ¬(P̄ �X)

}
. (30)

Observe that the sub-formula X � P̄ ∧ ¬(P̄ � X) is up-
monotone w.r.t. X .

Proposition 28 If T (X) in formula (30) is the conjunction
T1(X) ∧ T2(X), where

• T1(X) is the conjunction of formulas of the form
∀x̄[X(s̄) → A(t̄)], where s̄, t̄ are arbitrary terms (in par-
ticular containing variables from x̄) and A is a formula
containing no occurrences of X

• T2(X) is up-monotone w.r.t. X ,

then the extended DLS algorithm succeeds in the reduction
of (30) to first-order logic with cardinality and preference
constraints. �

As before, the class of formulas considered in Proposition 28
is not trivial and far out of scope of other known approaches.

Of course, the results provided by Propositions 26 and 28
can be extended to cover varied predicates using, e.g., results
in (Conradie 2006).

Conclusions
We have proposed a novel framework for representing and
reasoning about qualitative preferences with cardinality con-
straints using generalized circumscription. We have also
shown how, in a number of cases, such second-order cir-
cumscription preference theories can be reduced construc-
tively to logically equivalent first-order theories under cer-
tain explicitly stated conditions. In fact, these reduction re-
sults are independent of applications to preference modeling
and open up new opportunities for using generalized circum-
scription in other contexts.
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